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Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Discuss and define the importance of ‘everyday heroes’ 

Think of all the everyday roles that help us: teacher, fire 

fighter, nurse, doctor, etc.  

Focusing about what is right/wrong (behaviour) 

Talking about how to feel safe and what we would do if a 

grown up becomes poorly/ hurts themselves 

Thinking about how we are polite to people that provide us 

a service (as well as others) 

 

 

Communication and Language 

Use the language or role play to act out different 

every day heroes. 

Understanding how to ask and respond to 

questions and demonstrating this when we have 

visitors 

 

Physical Development 

What makes our bodies into ‘super bodies’; 

healthy diet, exercise, hygiene.  

Superhero assault/obstacle course.  

Emergency vehicle race 

Dance   

Scootability 

 French 

We will be learning the parts of the body in 

French using stories, songs, rhymes and games. 

Literacy 

Looking at books about everyday heroes. 

Writing about ‘My Own Heroes’. 

Writing about our favourite everyday hero 

Children to role play different heroic 

professions.  

Children to write questions to find out 

about professions 

Writing captions and labels 

Instructions on how to cross the road 

Instructuions on how to be safe on our 

scooters. 

  

Mathematics  

Shape 

Length (flying paper aeroplanes) , 

weight and measure; comparing 

different weights and ordering them. 

2D/3D shape 

Money 

Focus on numbers up to 20 

Using language such as fewer/less 

Estimating   

 

Understanding of the World 

Thinking of heroes in their lives; 

family, friends, teachers, others 

who help them. 

Outside visitor, suggestions: a 

police dog, nurse/health visitors, 

police officers, etc.  

Learning about our bodies; what 

makes us strong? Strong bones, 

healthy diet, lots of exercise. 

Road safety-crossing the roads 

and knowling the importance of a 

lollipop man. 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Constructing emergency vehicles using 

large/small construction/junk modelling 

Role play- everyday heroes 

Making healthy food e.g. fruit salad, 

vegetables with dips, etc.  

Tooth brush painting 

Making fingerprints for police station 

Making road signs using paper plates 

 


